
Representations of Korean Comfort Women
¡-\ n Aoril 6. the Center's
\J nrtårnoon Forum

featured a presentation by

Christine Hong, currently
a PhD candidate in the

Department of English. The
material Hong presented lvas

based on her dissertation
proiect rvhich investigates
the intersections of larv,

representation, and politics in
literature and film produced

after World'War II. Her
paper, entitled "'Snakes in
the Body of Korea': Sexual
Encounters under Colonial
Domination in Comfbrt
'Women Representations"
explored the historical
contexts, reception, and

articulation of comfort
women testimony.

and cultural responses to this

war time atrocity, the gender

violence committed against

comfort women has gone

largely unprosecuted in the
juridical arena. Drawing
important distinctions
betrveen the Nuremberg Nazi

War Crime Trials and the

Tokyo War Crimes Tribunal,
Hong demonstrated how
the latter did not address the

atrocities committed against

Korea and Korean tvomen

during colonization and

war. As a result, the history
of Korean comfort women

remained largely unknorvn

until the late 1980s, at which
time former comfort women

began to come forward to

demand legal redress from the

Japanese government. This
redress movement continues
to face substantial legal

resistance by members of the

Japanese government rvho

claim there is no documentary

evidence of the recruitment of
comfort rvomen.

Using the legal dilemma
of former comfort women
as a point of departure for
her pro.iect, Hong's guiding
question is concerned rvith
how narratives of atrocity are

destabilized or haunted lvhen

they lack juridical definition.
In other words, she attempts
to identify the tropes,

literary modes, and narrative
conventions symptomatic
of this unredressed context
of colonial enslavement.
Examining several Korean
documentaries and Nora Okja
Keller's Comfort Woman,

Hong focused on tropes

involving death, ghosts, and

spiritual possession that
emerged out of a dialectic
of testimonial articulation
and transnational feminist
reception. She suggested

that the currency of occult
figuration in these textual
contexts underscored the

unavailability of law and

historical legitimacy in the

social context. Therefore, the

" ghostly" or "counterfactual"

elements haunting the

reception and articulation
of comfort women
representations has enabled

the exploration of "rvhat

could have been"-what
Hong referred to as a mode

of "deliberative justice."
While a legitimizing juridical
account of comfort women
might be untenable in the

literal rvorld, Hong suggested

that it might be attainable in
narrative explorations in the

literary one.
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discreet sex rvith men, or
homosexual Black men who
disidentify with gay culture,
Hutchinson felt that the

influence of Oprah's show

caused irreparable harm to
the AIDS movement and DL
outreach. His current pro.iect

attempts to analyze the

intersecting issues of Black
masculinity. sexual identity,
and social networks-or,
what Hutchinson refers

to in shorthand as Black
"MSN"-to understand
the DL as a form of stigma
management. In order to do

so, Hutchinson's research

presents a comparatlve
examination of the

experiences of Black men

on the DL in the Bay Area,
a site characterized by its

liberal stance on sexuality,

and Barbados, distinguished
in contrast by its highly
conservative sexual culture.
After consulting a number of
specialists about interview
strategies, Hutchi nson

devised a series of questions

to pose to men on the DL in
both sites in order to asses

their conceptualizations of
various forms of stigma

attached to condom use,

sexualized identity, and same-

sex feelings. A project with
many layers and potential
directions, Hutchinson plans

to continue this research

in graduate school in the
Department of Public Health.

Integrating research

and activism, all three

presentations demonstrated

innovation and insight in
unraveling the knotted strands

of race and gender in local
and global formations.

referred to as the "belated

outing" of comfort women in
recent decades, only fledgling
international recognition
exists of the history and
politics surrounding the
estimared 100,000 to
200,000 sexual slaves-
euphemistically referred to as

"comfort women" -coerced
into sexual slavery by the
Japanese before and during
WWII. She explained that

of these rvomen a small
percentage were Chinese,

Tairvanese, and Filipina, but
the vast majority were Korean
given Japan's colonization
of Korea from 1910 to 1945.
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